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Abstract 
Web 2.0 brought to our lives in one of the various "blog" is the concept. Doesn’t require technical knowledge and equipment, 
easy to use and management, rich-functional personal web space with blogs, usually been sorted in reverse chronological order, 
based on a single page showing many articles on the internet application. 5 basic language skills in the Turkish education 
(reading, writing, listening, speaking and grammar) are located. Especially for reading and writing skills can be used as blogs, to 
give students the habit of logging and the development of writing skills can be used as active. In this study, the effective use of 
blogs on Turkish lessons ideas and suggestions are included. 
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1. Introduction 
In the current information age we live many innovations and developments in the field of technology and 
informatics are in evidence. More particularly there have been many changes in terms of computer and internet 
usage habits with the concept of Web 2.0. While the users of internet previously could only access to the 
information that the administrator of the site allows, they now have the opportunity to have a voice by means of 
Web 2.0. In this way the users have begun to compose the content of the sites. The range of application, including 
such sites as Facebook,  Myspace, Wiki etc., also affects the educational activities doubtlessly. Particularly in 
today’s world it becomes impossible to think of an educational system without information and communication 
technology. Turkish instruction is mostly taught in a   traditional system. With the help of Constructivism concept, it 
will be in good taste to apply modern methods and techniques apart from traditional methods. When considered 
from this point of view the need for the integration of information and communication technologies to the Turkish 
education emerges. There are 5 basic language skills (reading, writing, listening, speaking and grammar) in Turkish 
education. Information and communication technologies can be used in order bring in these skills. Blogs, which can 
be used in Turkish education, may develop the students’ writing skills and habit of keeping a diary. In this study, 
there are ideas and suggestions about the effective usage of blogs in Turkish classes. 
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1.1. What is a blog? 
     Weblog (Barger,1997) or blog is a one of the application of Web 2.0. Doctorow et al.,( 2002) defined that a 
simple webpage consisting of brief paragraphs of opinion, information, personal diary entries,or links, called posts,
arranged chronologically with the most recent first, in the style of an online journal. Paquet (2003) expressed that 
five features that a  blog : personal editorship; a hyperlinked posting structure; frequent updates; free public access 
to the content via the Internet; and archived postings. Du & Wagner (2005) said that the features of weblogs, 
including archival of past weblogs by date-posted, hyper linking to other webloggers, instant publishing of web 
content with little technical skill required, and ways for others to comment/feedback, provide new opportunities for 
people to present and express themselves online. 
“Blogs, a journal style website that combines text, images, and links to other web pages, are one new technology 
that has played a large role in reshaping our literate environment” (Brune, 2008). Duffy & Axel (2006) informed 
that a blog is usually made up of the following components: 
• Post Date — date and time the post was published  
• Category — category the post is labelled with (can be one or more)  
• Title — main title of the post  
• Body — main content of the post  
• Trackback — links back from other sites  
• Comments — comments added by readers  
• Permalink — the URL of the full, individual article  
• Footer — usually at the bottom of the post, often showing post date/time, author, category, and stats such as 
number of reads, comments or trackbacks.  
The features of weblogs including archival of past weblogs by date-posted, hyper linking to other weblogs, 
instant publishing of web content with little technical skill required, and ways for other to comment/feedback, 
provide new opportunities for people to present and express themselves online and to communicate with other 
cibernautes (Downes, 2004). According to Richardson (2006), an advantage of blogs is the organization of 
discussions as personal publications enabling communication and also to Walker (2003), "a frequently updated 
website consisting of dated entries arranged in reverse chronological order". Brownstein & Klein (2006) defined that 
blogs can be used as virtual environments where all students can participate in critical discourse on scientific topics 
and blogs are frequently updated website consisting of dated entries called posts arranged in reverse chronological 
order so the most recent entry appears first. 
1.2.The using of blogs in education 
According to Kennedy (2003), blogs have the potential to enhance writing and literacy skills while offering a 
uniquely stylized form of expression. Weblogs are an excellent way to fuse educational technology and storytelling 
inside the classroom and beyond school walls. Because their format is similar to a personal diary, where recounting 
tales and autobiographical events is prevalent, blogs provide an arena where self-expression and creativity is 
encouraged, blogs are both individualistic and collaborative and blogs can be multidisciplinary because, reading and 
writing can be used in a variety of academic contexts, blogs are fungible across disciplines (Huffaker, 2005).
Arslan & KÕzÕl (2007) defined that possibilities of weblog use in language teaching are only limited to the ability 
of the creativeness of the user, and although it can be applied to all language skills, weblogs seem to be an extremely 
valuable tool for current writing instruction in particular. According to Fernette and Brock Eide's (2005) Brain of a 
Blogger research that blogs can: 
- Promote critical and analytical thinking 
- Be a powerful promoter of creative, intuitive, and associational thinking 
- Promote analogical thinking 
- Be a powerful medium for increasing access and exposure to quality information 
- Combine the best of solitary reflection and social interaction. 
Duffy, Axel (2006) defined  that within the structure of a blog, students can demonstrate critical thinking, take 
creative risks, and make sophisticated use of language and design elements. In doing so, the students acquire 
creative, critical, communicative, and collaborative skills that may be useful to them in both scholarly and 
professional contexts.  
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1.3. The using of blogs in turkish education 
Blogs can be used in turkish education that has five basis linguistic skills (reading, writing, listening, talking, 
grammar) especially used to improve writing and reading skills. In this chapter, it is included that blogs used in 
activities concerned with writing skills. 
1.3.1. To complete story 
In this activity , a story is to be desired from the student. Firstly, the introduction of story is given to student. 
This introduction that give to student can be a sentence or a paragraph. And than, it is wanted to complete this story 
with appropriate for this introduction from the students. In below example, it’s wanted to writing a story that name’s 
“ That day” and writing works’s given only one sentence. 
Figure 1. To complete story activity. 
1.3.2. To write thinking article 
In this activity, it’s wanted to writing their opinion about any topics from the students. It ‘s reminded students 
that must to comply with the rules in thinking article and than wanted them to state their opinion about the giving 
topic. Students can write anecdote, article or essay in this activity. In below example, a question asked to students to 
declare their opinion firstly and than wanted them to write their thinking article. 
Figure 2. To write thinking article activity. 
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1.3.3. To write daily 
In this activity, it’s expected to write daily from the students. Students will become the owner of writing their 
emotion and ideas along the day. Students can writing every day and also can write designated days. In below 
example, it’ given to students “Dear daily” to introduction a daily and wanted to write a daily from them. 
Figure 3. To write daily activity. 
1.3.4. To remind of proverb-idioms 
In this activity, a proverb or idiom is given to students and than it’s wanted to write what it is about or what it is 
bring to mind in this proverb or idioms. In below example, “Hurry is a tree, its fruit is penitence” proverb is given to 
students about the habit of hurrying topic and wanted to write associations about this proverb. 
Figure 4. To remind of proverb-idioms activity. 
2. Conclusion 
Recent research on educational uses of weblogs show that blogs can be used in education effectively and 
students’ attitudes to blogs is very affirmative, ( Du & Wagner, 2005; Glogoff, 2005; Birney, Barry & Eigeartaigh, 
2006; Ebner & Maurer , 2007; Hall & Davison, 2007). Result of the instruction is taken into consideration, blogs are 
more effective in a great deal in education can be used also in Turkish education. Ward (2004) encouraged his 
English writing class students to blog and his post-course survey confirmed that his students enjoyed the experience 
though they had no prior web design experience. Blogs which can be used in Turkish education for especially 
writing skills, is also can be used to acquire a daily by students. 
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